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There’s nothing in the world to compare with a 
SPORTEX rod. It owes its legendary reputation 
to the power of innovation and the unique 
technology which for decades has set stan-
dards worldwide. Today, our rods are a byword 
for reliability and master craftsmanship.  
Our rods are symbols of quality and long ser-
vice, attributes which are becoming ever more 
important in these days of fast-paced living. 
It is with pride that we can say that SPORTEX 
rods have excited generations of anglers with 
their reliability in demanding situations and 

High-tech for your passion
Every SPORTEX rod is the result of long 
years of practical experience and innovative 
technical know-how. 
Our technical knowledge has grown over the 
decades. In the Fifties, we were renowned for 
the honey-coloured fibreglass blanks which set 
countless records in casting 
distance and precision. And when innovative 
carbon fibre materials arrived, we were among 
the first to recognise their potential for making 
rods, and put them to use. Thanks to our own 
SPORTEX HT-Cross Winding blank technology, 
our rods are unique in their combination of 
strength, lightness and speed. 

At the heart of every agile SPORTEX fishing rod are the right 
fibres and the innovative processing under which they go.
We use only the latest and highest quality car-
bon fibres for our rods, sourced from the lead-
ing manufacturers. What makes our knowledge 
and skills so special is how we achieve the 
specific mixture of the most varied materials, 
such as highly modulated carbon fibres, Kevlar, 
Boron or Zylon, and merge them into a frictional 
force-closed combination. This enables us 
to exploit the advantages of the individual 

fibre materials, such as flexural strength and 
tensile strength, lightness, impact resistance, 
speed and resistance to breakage in optimum 
combinations. And the result? Rods tailored 
individually to specific types of fishing and 
angling techniques, with the fast action typical 
of SPORTEX; qualities which inspire champion 
anglers all over the world.

What makes SPORTEX rods so unique?

They are not simply uniform rods ‘off the peg’. 
Every rod is an individual creation, even within 
the same series, adjusted in length, action and 
component composition to suit the particular 
casting weight, distance and anticipated twist. 

For rods without compromise only compo-
nents without compromise will suffice

Anyone who wants to be a world leader when 
it comes to making rods cannot allow for 
compromise. This means that SPORTEX rods 
are made with the best components in their 

class, such as original FUJI guides and the latest 
generation of FUJI reel holders, natural cork of 
premium class AAA, and wear-resistant Du-
plon of the highest grade. A special lacquer 
paint is used for the partial or total coating of 
the rods, which is elastic and impact resistant, 
providing protection for years to come as well 
as a strikingly good appearance.

We stand by our products – and that’s 
guaranteed!  

Our quality control procedures meet the 
highest possible demands, whether it is the se-
lection of the material and components specific 
to the rod, the painstaking checking during the 
manufactu-ring process of the blanks or the 
ongoing inspections at the rod make-up stage. 
Every SPORTEX rod is an exquisitely crafted 
quality product. 
And we, the manufacturers, stand by that with 
our 10-year blank guarantee*.
* Add-on parts such as guides and reel holders are covered by the 

statutory 2-year guarantee

their incredibly long life. Sustained research 
with new materials and material combinations 
are the bedrock. No other rod manufacturer 
can take advantage of such a wide range of 
materials for rod production.
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HELICORE®  BLANK TECHNOLOGY

S E N S I B I L I T Y
R E A C T I O N

M A X  L O A D

S P O R T E X
H e l i c o r e® B l a n k

C A R B O N

F I B R E G L A S S

P O W E R / S P E E D

The Sportex Helicore®Blank is a masterpiece in 

rod building, unifying the best possible features 

in all disciplines. The new technology is a strict 

development of SPORTEX’s proprietary HT 

Cross Winding process, taking into account the 

latest in material science and manufacturing 

technology. The result: incredibly light and fast 

blanks that are more sensitive but at least as 

robust, strong and long lasting as millions of 

fishermen worldwide know it from SPORTEX. 

It simply fishes better than any other blank used 

in today’s rods.

When casting, you will feel the difference: Post-

pulse oscillation is dramatically reduced and the 

blank loads up to 20% more energy – resulting 

in longer and more targeted casting.

The benchmark in rod building – just moved 

forward!

SPORTEX-technology of the future.

S P O R T E X
H e l i c o r e® B l a n k

+20% casting energy

extended track and control 
for maximum accuracy – 
reduced post pulse oscillation

traditional carbon blanks HelicoreBlank

10 YEAR 
BLANK GUARANTEE



SPORTEX-Spinning Rods: 
Dynamics specialists love
Lightness, speed and tremendous dynamics. 

That’s what really sets our rods apart. 

Casting and fishing is their mission and rhey 

reach perfection. Fatigue-free casting, direct 

contact and excellent control is what these 

super slim blanks perform at its best! Rivers, 

lakes or even sea – catch a real big one and 

your SPORTEX will do the job for  sure. 

Look out for the Absolut and Hyperion series in 

particular. 

These new top-class rods are pushing back the 

boundaries like nothing that has gone before.  

6
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S P O R T E X
H e l i c o r e® B l a n k
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10 YEAR 
BLANK GUARANTEE
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Video of the AIR SPIN rod

SPORTEX AIR Spin
Very light, very fast, very fine: this exclusive 
series of rods features a combination of exquisite 
characteristics. At their core is the new Helicore 
blank, which is designed for maximum lightness. 
With its composite material of T800 carbon fibres 
and special epoxy resin with finest nanoparti-
cles, it gives the Air Spin unequalled speed and 
stability. 

 

The ultra-light FUJI TORZITE guides with titani-
um frames amplify the feather-weight character 
and boost casting like no other guide available 
in the market.. Added to this, the extraordinary 
loading capacities of the blanks mean that both, 
artificial and natural baits can be cast with 
extreme precision at long distances without any 
major effort. The sensitive blank provides radar-
like control and passes even the slightest of 
takes right into your handle, whilst retaining 

unbelievable strength to handle the most explo-
sive fight with superior ease. These rods - proba-
bly the lightest ones available – definitely 
donate an extraordinary fishing experience. 
The FUJI reel seats, a distinctive finish with the 
added touch of special varnish, and the high quality 
handles made of finest cork (sea trout) or Duplon 
round these outstanding premium rods off.

Fuji-Reel seat
Original Fuji 
TORZITE Titanium-Guides
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10 YEAR 
BLANK GUARANTEE
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Video of the absolut rod!

SPORTEX absolut
The absolute highlight from SPORTEX! 

It took a good two years to develop, but with our 

revolutionary Helicore blank we have succeeded 

in setting a new standard in rod construction. 

This involves the carbon fibre threads being laid 

in a matrix mould and then being melded using 

nano-sized silica particles. This combination of the 

two materials gives the fibres extraordinary sta-

bility and strength.  

Thanks to the Helicore blank, absolut rods are 

incredibly light, fantastically fast, sensitive and 

extremely tough. Under normal conditions, they 

are unbreakable – however tough the going gets.  

Perfect bait guidance, sensitive bite recognition, 

rapid lifting, tremendous casting distances and a 

powerful backbone for even the toughest adver-

sary – these are all features that make this an 

outstandingly rod.   

The extreme lightness makes hours of casting 

feel like child’s play. The finish of the refined, 

modern-looking blank can be identified by 

everyone, even from far away – there’s no doubt 

it’s a SPORTEX. The top quality SIC guides and 

the high quality Duplon split-handles round 

off the image. Fish with this rod just once, and 

you’ll never want anything else.

S P O R T E X
H e l i c o r e® B l a n k

 

New FUJI reel seat for excellent, 
throughout rod action.



Elegance matched with sportiness

SPORTEX TIBORON Spinning Rods
The new TIBORON rods are based on the SPORTEX 
Helicore Blanks, which have always shown the 
way ahead. By further development of the previ-
ous composite on a nano base, we have been 
able to improve the extraordinary properties of 
the blanks still further - and set the bar still 
higher.  

Thanks to these new improvements, the TIBORON 
has a speed and strength that leave other  
rods standing. The Helicore blank is now even 
tougher and has incredible loading capacity, 
comfortably delivering the bait precisely over 
long distances. The excellent sensitivity of the 
blank transfers the faintest touch directly into 
the hand section, while the powerful backbone 
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guarantees full control over the bait and the fish 
in every situation. The lightness of the TIBORON 
means fatigue-free casting over and over again, 
all day long. In addition, computer-optimised 
weights located in the handle ensure that the 
rod is perfectly balanced in the hand. 

The finest materials and components went 
into creating the TIBORON, such as SIC guides 
from FUJI, new FUJI TVS reel seats, removable 
FUJI hook eyes and the finest quality duplon 
material. The TIBORONs elegant design will draw 
many an envious look out on the water.

S P O R T E X
H e l i c o r e® B l a n k

 



SPORTEX TIBORON Spinning Rods
13

Fuji-Reel seat Original Fuji SIC K-Guides

10 YEAR 
BLANK GUARANTEE

Video of the TIBORON rod
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SPORTEX Hyperion
Theses precious top quality spinning rods also 

base on our innovative Helicore® Blank. 

This makes the series, like the absolut, real win-

ners with low weight, great speed and powerful 

backbone. The perfect loading of the rod means 

you can cast beyond the reach of other anglers. 

The sensitive tip and the powerful backbone 

make for perfect lifts, and the fish soon tires. 

Of course, the Hyperion also has top quality Fuji 

guides and a very high quality natural cork  

handle. The handle length has been specially 

designed to create perfect balance in the hand 

and give fatigue-free casting. 

This rod is a real casting machine, and makes 

spinning an experience to be treasured.  

 

S P O R T E X
H e l i c o r e® B l a n k

 

Original FUJI-guides
 

10 YEAR 
BLANK GUARANTEE
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Return of a classic.

Constant requests for a remake of the Carat Spin 
made it clear the time had arrived for this classic 
rod to come into its own once again. And in 
order to meet the high demands made on the 
rod, the SPORTEX innovative Helicore blank was 
the answer. Through development of a special 
epoxy resin, using the finest nano particles, 

SPORTEX has been able to make the blank not 
only faster, but a whole lot stronger as well.

Thanks to the unique design of the blank, Carat 
Spin rods are true lightweights, with very fast 
and sensitive tips that make for optimum guid-
ance of the bait. The powerful backbone, in con-

junction with the fast tip, means reliable striking 
and all the control you need when it comes to 
playing the fish.   

The excellent loading characteristics of the rod 
mean long casts with maximum precision no 
longer pose a challenge.  Carat Spin models are 

SPORTEX CARAT Spin
fitted with SIC guides, FUJI VSS reel seats, and 
top-quality cork grips.  What more could anyone 
want?

S P O R T E X
H e l i c o r e® B l a n k

 

Video of the Carat Spin rod



Original Fuji-Reel seat
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10 YEAR 
BLANK GUARANTEE



BLACK ARROW 
The previous Black Arrow acquired legendary 
status amongst anglers thanks to its outstanding 
dynamics and strength. Fishing fans all around 
the world credited it with securing the fish of 
their dreams. But in the pursuit of excellence 
and driven by the growing appetite amongst 
anglers for specialised rods, we have developed 
a completely new Black Arrow series, taking full 
advantage of the latest advances in technologies 
and materials along the way. Thanks to a newly 
developed high-modulus carbon material, we 
have been able to make the Black Arrow even 
faster and more powerful; thanks to refined sen-
sitivity, even the slightest pull on the lure can be 
felt; and, thanks to the extremely fast action, it’s 

SPORTEX Black Arrow
Here we introduce you to speciality models that 

have been developed for professionals 

requiring selected rods for certain situations. 

These classic rods have become an integral part 

of our sport. They’ve been favourites amongst 

top predator anglers for many years, both at sea 

and on the riverbank.  Black Arrow rods have 

become a legendary series. 

Legendary spinning rod series 

easier than ever to react decisively to a direct 
strike. Enormous power reserves, so typical of 
Sportex rods, provide the strength to bring even 
hard-fighting fish under control. It goes without 
saying that the high reset capacity of the blank 
makes for really long casts. The fittings for these 
modern rods include the newly developed FUJI 
Alconite K-guides, a FUJI VSS reel seat and top 
quality cork  split handle.  
The Black Arrow series is available in lengths 
from 1.8m to 3.15m, with casting weights of 
5g-110g, making it ideal for all types of modern 
spin fishing.  The new Ultra Light models are 
available in lengths of 1,80m/2,10m and 2,40m, 
with casting weights of  1-7g.

18

10 YEAR 
BLANK GUARANTEE



Black Arrow – original FUJI SIC guides 
with high abrasion  resistance and maximum  
heat dissipation

19

Original Fuji reel seat



YOUR LINK TO THE 
WORLD BELOW

20

Video of the Styx rod

10 YEAR 
BLANK GUARANTEE
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STYX T
Leightweight – direct – perfect feeling. 
Three synonyms for a Twitch rod. With regards to 
Length, action curve and fastness, the Styx T is  
made for playing hard and soft lures. 
Just like a Stradivari for professio nal musicians, 
the Styx T is the non-plus-ultra when it is about 
playing with the lures. Just like the Vertical – 
the Twitch is available in spinning and casting 
design. erfect Length: 2.20 m 
Perfectly casts: 105 g

STYX B
Catch seabass with the STYX Bass and you won’t 
stop dreaming of anything but this rod. Whoever is 
in slave of these aggressive sea-predators, does not 
get away from it. The STYX B stands by your side and 
doesn’t let you down. Try this excellent rod on zander 
and you will find out it is just as good. Get your mat-
ching rod in two length and casting weights of 40 g. 
STYX V
Are you looking for the perfect contact to the 
“underground”? Are you able to offer your Vertical-
bait with an ultra-light rod?  The STYX V offers you 
the ultimate tool for direct lure control. Available 
as one spinning and  one casting version. Perfect 
length: 1.88 m, Perfectly casts: 30 g

dreamed about. The design is simply coolness 

itself. These really special ‘sticks’ are inspired  by 

the concept of Street Fishing. Less is often more, 

and this was the guiding principle behind this new 

concept. A couple of lures, a few accessories in your 

pocket, an exceptional rod in your hand, and you’re 

ready. Whether it’s the canal, the inland harbour, or 

in the town itself – Purity is the name of the game.

JUST FEEL IT... 

The ultimate challenge is catching pike, zander, 

and perch using the most modern methods. Direct 

contact with the bait, perfect feeling and the really 

hard twist... you can experience it all with the Styx. 

Nothing comes between you and the bait. Styx rods 

are ultra-light and have the kind of action you’ve 

Original Fuji reel seat
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OPAL DROP SHOT 
These new Dropshot rods have been developed espe-
cially for fishing with modern artificial baits. The S-T-S 
full-carbon tip provides perfect bait guidance and 
allows fish to suck the bait in with e ase. The powerful 
backbone rapidly causes the fish to tire, giving full 
control over even the biggest ‘customers’.  The slimline 
blank, in conjunction with the new FUJI TVS reel seat 
(in carbon optic) transfers every bite straight back to 
the hand section. The FUJI Alconite guides ensure the 
line glides smoothly and free of friction for really long 
casts. At 2.10m and with a 10g casting weight, the 
shorter model is perfect for fishing from boats or 
sheet-pile walls, while the models at 2.40m (casting 
weight 15g) and 2.85m (casting weight 20g) have 
been conceived with bank fishing in mind.

OPAL JERK
The new two-part, high-performance Jerk rods 
have been designed especially for big fish. 
When it came to developing these rods, 
SPORTEX focused in particular on a slim, light-
weight blank that would nevertheless retain a 
lot of strength. The fast, hard rod tip allows for 
lively, controlled strikes with large and smaller 
jerk baits. The sensitive blank conveys even the 
most timid bite into the hand section, while 
the powerful backbone keeps the hook firmly 
in place when bringing the fish up and playing 
it in. The optimised balance weights integrated 
into the grip guarantee tireless casting, and let 
the rod sit comfortably in the hand. FUJI 

SPORTEX Opal

These brand new Opal rods received a lot more 

than just a face-lift. Using a brand new resin 

and surface refinement we managed to reduce 

the rods weight a lot. This weight reduction 

is supported by the latest development in 

Fuji reel-seats improving the rods action and 

sensitivity especially in the handle section. 

Contact is much better now and one can per-

fectly feel and control every movement of the 

bait. No matter if you’re fishing lakes, currents 

or tricky environments, these rods perform 

and deliver. Look at them and fish them – 

there are things one can not describe! 

Innovative rods for ingenious angling – less material  
and less weight for increased dynamics

23 

Alconite guides and a new carbon-look FUJI 
Baitcast reel seat round off the sporty design. 
Jerk rods are available in lengths of 180cm 
with 70g casting weight and 190cm with 100g 
casting weight. 

OPAL VERTICAL
The new Opal Vertical models are now avail-
able for fixed spool and bait cast reels. 
These highly sensitivity rods are ideal for boat 
fishing with modern plastic baits or, for exam-
ple, as Fireball rigs, performing perfectly when 
close to the bottom.  
The rods are equipped with a highly sensitive 
tip, which betray even timid fish, as well as 
allowing them to easily suck in the bait. The 
slim but powerful semi-parabolic blank is 
characterised by its speed and lightness, while 
the rod’s powerful action makes for confident 
and firm control over the fish on the hook. 

Opal Vertical rods are available in 1.90m with 
19g casting weight and in 2.00m with 30g 
casting weight.   

Fuji reel seat Fuji Alconite guides

10 YEAR 
BLANK GUARANTEE

Video of the Opal Jerk rod Video of the Opal Vertical rod



SPORTEX Black Pearl & Black Pearl Shad
The name SPORTEX Black Pearl is a byword 
among anglers the world over when it comes to 
successful fishing for predatory fish. With the 
new development of this series, we are sure that 
we have even succeeded in topping the excellent 
qualities of its illustrious predecessors. 
We have now made the new lightweight and 
powerful blank, made of high-modulus carbon, 
even faster and even slimmer. The loading prop-
erties of the blank have also been improved even 
further, with a positive effect on greater casting 
distances (even with lightweight baits).

 When it comes to sensitivity, there has been 
another leap forward. The new Black Pearl 
allows for perfect control over casting direction, 
and, when using jig heads with soft lures, every 
ground contact of the lead head is transmitted 
to the hand with its typical ‘tock’. The powerful 
backbone, which ensures reliable lifting and 
optimum control of the fish while it is being 
played, makes the Black Pearl the ideal compan-
ion on the water. The rod series is fitted with sta-
ble high quality SIC guides, VSS reel seat and 
high quality Duplon handles.

Also new in the range are baitcasting rods 
(1.90m at 20g casting weight / 2.10m at 40g 
casting weight), and special 5-part Travel-Spin 
rods (2.70m with 60g and 80g casting weights; 
see page 61).
For heavy-duty fishing with large shads, there 
are the Black Pearl Shad rods in 2.4m and 2.7m 
with a casting weight of 170g, which are also 
ideal for spin fishing for catfish. 

24

10 YEAR 
BLANK GUARANTEE
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Video of the Black Pearl rod
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SPORTEX Kevlar

These high-quality, almost unbreakable rods have 

been synonymous for years with lightness, stability 

and strength. Thanks to over 30 years of experience in 

the building of Kevlar rods, with this rod series we were 

able to optimally combine the lightness and breaking 

strength of Kevlar with the resilience and rigidity of car-

bon fibres. This material mix is made up of 50% Kevlar 

and 50% high-quality HM carbon fibres and makes for 

extremely light blanks with a strong spine. The organic 

action curve from the butt to the tip provides accurate 

casting and controlled playing with the fish, both close  

at hand and further away. The special feature of this 

rod series is theextreme conductibility of movement 

impulses. Its fittings with the finestcork, 

Fuji SIC guides as well as Fuji reel seats make this rod 

a highlight for every set of angling equipment. All 

SPORTEX KEV rods feature the new, innovative SPORTEX 

Balance System S·B·S – integrated in the screwable end 

cap. Perfectly balanced dream rods, especially designed 

for intensive casting.

The power combination made from KEVLAR and carbon 
for even more strength and reliability

KEV PIKE  
Are you looking for the best rod for spin fishing for 
pike? The perfectly balanced blanks have a strong, 
flexible spine with an active tip which reports each 
bite instantly and sets the hook in a flash. Due to their 
typical action for SPORTEX Kevlar, they can cast light 
to heavy soft baits, as well as heavy spoons and lures. 
These rods are also ideally suited to troll for pike. 
Design formats: length 275 and 300 cm, Cast. w.: 80 g

KEV SEA SPIN  
Created for heavy predator fish and light pilk 
angling with lengths of 270 cm and 300 cm and a 
casting weight of 100 grammes, they are perfect for 
the hunt for large pike, cod and large salmon. 
Whether for light pilk fishing in the Baltic Sea or 
angling for predatory fish with heavy bait at the 
bottom, the Kev Spin is your choice. Design formats: 
length 275 and 300 cm , Casting weight: 100 g

Original FUJI-SiC guides

Newest FUJI reel seat

SPORTEX Balance System S·B·S 
with adjustable weight 
for individual comfort
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SPORTEX Huchen de Luxe
The challenge when it came to developing this 
rod was how to improve something that was 
already close to perfect. By working closely with 
a number of fanatic Huchen professionals, and 
using new material combinations, we succeeded 
in creating an extremely light and powerful rod, 
unlike anything else on the market. Our trusted 
high-tech HT-Cross-Winding technology gives 
the rod phenomenally fast reset capacity for 
long precise casts, as well as a powerful back-
bone to keep direct contact with the fish at all 

times. The rigid allows to precisely control the 
lure and powerfully set the hook to safely land 
the fish. You can feel the superb balance of the 
rod in your hand, which means cast after cast 
without any tiredness. It’s a must for everyone 
who’s serious about their Huchen fishing! 

Huchen de Luxe – extra-large 16‘ 
flanged tip guide against icing and 
line abrasion 

10 YEAR 
BLANK GUARANTEE
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SPORTEX Carboflex turbo
With the new generation of Carboflex rods even 

more focus was put on the development of the 

features that make them so special – their light-

ness, dynamic performance and design.

 

Thanks to a new type of HM carbon fibre com-

pound, we have succeeded in making the rod 

even lighter, while still providing it with a 

powerful backbone, making sure that you have 

enough power in reserve to tackle bigger fish 

with ease. Stand-out features of the slim 

semi-parabolic blank are its tremendous reset 

capacity and its speed – characteristics which 

make for long-distant, spot-on casting. 

The handle length has been selected so that the 

rod balances perfectly in your hand for excellent 

handling throughout your session. 

This series of rods covers all aspects of modern 

spinning fishing, from light jigging to heavy-du-

ty soft bait angling.

10 YEAR 
BLANK GUARANTEE
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SPORTEX Youngstar
The new, modern SPORTEX rod for the up-and- 
coming generation of spinning enthusiasts. This 
rod has been developed especially for children, 
with all the components adapted especially to 

the needs of the “little angler”. For easier han-
dling of the rod, the length of the rear part of 
the handle has been deliberately shortened, and 
a smaller reel seat incorporated. To make the 

blank more insensitive to impact, the HM Carbon 
material contains a small proportion of glass 
fibres. Like other Sportex models, the rod is 
characterised by lightness and speed. The blank 

Video of the Youngstar rod

has enough power reserves to bring bigger fish 
safely to the net, while the tough SIC guides pro-
vide for optimum heat dispersion and long casts. 
Of course, these rods can also be used by “bigger 
anglers” for perch, trout and other species.

10 YEAR 
BLANK GUARANTEE
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SPORTEX Carp Rods
Throwing machines for almost limitless 

distances. Pure elegance, the very latest in 

blank technology, and the ultimate in quality 

fittings. This is what sets our carp rods apart.

Whether you’re after a tricky character well 

off in the distance or a right fat toughie clos-

er in, or even stalking the pair of them, we 

have the rod you need. The semi-parabolic 

action of the blanks, made of the very finest 

carbon fibre materials, makes for the perfect 

deployment of power when the hard work – 

and the fun –  really begins.

These are rods developed for people looking 

for something special.   
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FBC Carp
A new era begins!
The extremely successful and popular ‘old’ FBC 
series of rods have caught thousands of carp all 
over the world, but now it’s time to give them a 
complete upgrade. Certainly a rod like this car-
ries obligations, and that’s why the new FBC 
Carp rods are so impressive with their elegant 
finish and enormous action, which they draw 
from our pioneering new Helicore blank on a 
nano base. When the blank is manufactured, a 
special resin is used, which is mixed with minute 
nanoparticles. These tiny particles bond the car-
bon fibres almost entirely free of any gaps, 
which leads to an almost 30% higher loading 
capacity of the blank. This blank technology has 

previously only been used among SPORTEX carp 
rods in the ONE Series. 
The perfect loading properties of the lightweight 
blank allow for long, precise casts, which means 
that even spots at long distances can be reached 
with minimal effort. As well as this, the Helicore 
blank has extremely good damping properties, 
which help to reduce loss of fishover the last few 
metres of play. The progressive power transmis-
sion of the semi-parabolic blank gives the rod 
more than enough power to keep the fish away 
from obstacles and cause it to tire rapidly when 
being played.

All FBC models are provided with a very light but 
stable reel seat made of aluminium, top-quality 
SIC guides and slim Duplon handles. Available in 
12ft at 2.75lbs, 12ft6ins at 3/3.25lbs and 13ft at 
3.5lbs.

SPORTEX Carp Rods FBC Stalker  
The FBC Stalker rods have the same features as 
the FBC Carp Series. But they have been specially 
adapted with regard to length and action to suit 
‘stalking’ techniques or fishing for carp from 
boats. Due to the shortness of the rods, handling 
in the boat when securing the bait and also 
when playing the fish is perceptibly better. And 
for casting from the bank, where long rods do 
not come into consideration, FBC Stalker rods 
really come into their own. The rods are available 
in lengths of 10ft at 3lbs and 11ft at 2.75lbs. 

S P O R T E X
H e l i c o r e® B l a n k
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201616 25 30 40

Guide sizes Brillant
13“ start guide size 50

Brillant Carp V2 
The slim power package! 
The Brillant Carp set the standards in quality and 
reliability, so when we came to create this new 
version we focused on making the rod even faster 
and even more powerful. To achieve this, we have 

used an entirely new high-modulus carbon mate-
rial. During manufacture, the carbon fibres are 
compressed by a special process, which gives them 
even greater tensile strength. Thanks to the use of 
this high quality carbon material, less epoxy resin 
is needed, and that gives the rod more speed, 

more flexibility, and, above all, lightness. The 
advantages are obvious: an extremely thin and 
stable blank; long, precise casts; and a powerful 
action when the fish is being played. 
The rods are fitted with top quality original FUJI 
SIC long-casting K-guides, which reliably prevent 

the line from getting caught around the guides 
during casting.
The Brillant V2 also has a specially milled reel seat 
made of aluminium, with FUJI components. These 
exceptional rods are available in lengths of 10ft at 
3.5lbs, 12ft at 2.75lbs / 3lbs and 13ft at 3.5lbs.  

10 YEAR 
BLANK GUARANTEE

Brilliant Carp – Original Fuji-SiC-
guides gunsmokeOriginal Fuji reel seat

Video of the FBC Carp rod
16 16 20 25 30

Guide sizes FBC

50

1K-Mesh
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S P O R T E X
H e l i c o r e® B l a n k

 

14 16 20 25 30 50

Guide sizes Carp Z 2,5 - 2,75 - 3

16 16 20 25 30

Guide sizes  Carp Z 3,75

50

SPORTEX Carp Rods

With this carp rod we are following entirely new paths 

to the future of rod construction. For the first time, as 

with our CARAT Z, we were able to make our innovati-

ve material combination of CARBON FIBRE and ZYLON 

into a reality in the form of a carp rod. This is one of 

the slimmest carp rods anywhere on the market; and 

all this with a lightness, agility and strength which 

could only be achieved by the innovative material mix 

in combination with our advanced developments in 

HT-Cross-Winding technology, which is being used for 

the first time in this series of rods.  

Why not try out the advantages of this high-tech 

carp rod for yourself – you’ll soon be persuaded 

too.  “Unbreakable” under normal conditions, this 

rod combines all the elements which go to make 

a professional carp rod: super-slim blank; extreme 

lightness; fast, controlled action; and a progressive 

deployment of power, which ends every twist with 

success. And, of course, the rod fittings meet the high 

demands made upon every SPORTEX product. Extra 

large original SIC guides, # 50 start ring, original FUJI 

reel seat, sectioned Duplon handle with metal closure 

cap.  For every occasion the ideal rod: 12‘ from 2.50 lb 

to 3 lb and 13‘ 3.75 lb.

Carp Z – Sportiness and professionalism in CARBON FIBRE and ZYLON

One
A truly unique new carp rod developed using 

our revolutionary new Helicore-Blank technol-

ogy – just like the highly successful Absolut 

and Hyperion rod series. This revolutionary 

technology is based on nano-sized spheres of 

silica so small, they are able to flow between 

individual filaments of carbon fibre, giving the 

composite extra strength.

Thanks to the Helicore blank, ONE rods are 

extremely light and incredibly fast yet still 

tougher than any other carp rod. The highly 

efficient energy) in the Helicore blank enables 

you to cast amazing distances, while the unbe-

lievable speed means the blank casts without 

any vibration and comes to rest immediately. 

This characteristic means that long, precise 

casting is much easier. The semi-parabolic 

action of the powerful blank ensures the per-

fect strike at long distances, and the fish is 

always under control during the fight. ONE rods 

Original Fuji reel seat
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One – Original Fuji-
Alconite-guides

Original Fuiji reel seat, 
especially made for One rods 

have a very elaborate and sophisticated finish, 

which is emphasised by the modern black FUJI 

Alconite K-guides and bespoke black coated 

FUJI double-hood reel seat. Thanks to this spe-

cial reel seat, fine adjustments can be made to 

the position of the reel on the rod. The 12ft 

models are fitted with a #40 first guide, and 

the 13ft model with a #50 first guide. This is 

probably the best carp rod we have ever made, 

but don’t just take our word for it, use it and 

find out for yourself!

Guide sizesn One
13“ start guide size 50

16 16 20 25 30 40
S P O R T E X

H e l i c o r e® B l a n k
 

10 YEAR 
BLANK GUARANTEE
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SPORTEX Specimen NXT
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The fame of the Specimen Carp series stretches 
back decades, and this completely upgraded 
successor is a gem of a rod thanks to its sophis-
ticated design, top-quality fittings and 
improved carbon blank technology.  
The new “HPC” process has enabled the carbon 
fibre material to be designed to take even 
greater loads and be even more flexible. This 
means the slim, progressive blank has enor-

mous power reserves – perfect for tiring out 
fish quickly when the fighting gets going. The 
rods bear the load effortlessly and have a high 
reset capacity, guaranteeing long casts with 
absolute precision.
For fans of classic carp rods, the NXT is avail-
able with a cork handle. There is also a Duplon 
split handle option and for those who prefer 
short rods, two excellent 10ft options. 

The NXT series comes fitted with modern SIC 
K-guides, FUJI reel seat, and high-quality 
Duplon or cork handle (NXT Classic model). 
The two 10ft models, at 3lbs and 3.5lbs, are 
perfectly suited for river and boat fishing. 

Guide sizes Specimen NXT

14 16 20 25 30 40

Fuji reel seat

10 YEAR 
BLANK GUARANTEE



12 14 16 20 25 30 40

Guide-sizes  
Morion
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16 16 20 25 30 40

Guide-sizes Competition Carp 
12“ 2,75 - 3,50 lbs

16
16 20 25

Guide-sizes  Competition Carp 
13“ 3,5 lbs. - Spod

16 30 50

CARBON-HANDLE FOR LANDING NETS:
This 6ft light weight telescopic powerhandle is 
made from high-grade carbon for best perfor-
mance and stability. Its innovative QuickFix 
Teleshaft allows you to easily extend and short-
en the pole for best possible handling from 
shore, boat or when changing the net . The 
reinforced metal thread (British standard) per-
fectly works with spreader blocks and bait 
spoons for maximum flexibility and reliable 
operation.

LANDING NET:
The brand new landing net features frames of 
42‘‘ (100cm x 100cm) and 46‘‘ (115cm x 115cm) 
build from extra light weight carbon arms and a 
break-proof spreader block made from tem-
pered, glass reinforced Nylon. The fast drying 
and comfortably soft mesh completes this Spor-
tex like premium set of Carp products.

 „MORION“ LANDING NET
This 1.8m landing net is made using the same 
carbon material and design as the blank on our 
much-loved Morion rods. 
It is available either as a one-piece design, or 
two-piece with a special quick lock arrange-
ment. This means that the net can be rapidly 
taken apart for easy handling, for example for 
use in the boat after landing. The English thread 
arrangement also means that the net can be 
easily fitted with a scoop, for example.
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MORION STALKER 
Morion Stalker is the shorter version of our Morion 
carp and has been specially designed for applica-
tions such as fishing from the boat or stalking with 
light tackle in the shore area. Especially on waters 
with dense vegetation and few space for casting 
this rod performs best. The light, slim and extrava-
gant blank is very fast and its strong backbone 
perfectly works when playing a fish. The 
high-quality cork handle substantiates the classy 
look of the rod and ensures a super comfortable 
grip when fishing. The Morion Stalker is the perfect 

companion for anglers who like to be flexible to 
quickly and successfully fish various locations by 
boat or on foot.

COMPETITION CARP
lank of this rod prove it’s a typical SPORTEX 
creation, from the casting all the way to the 
catch. The powerful blank sets the hook even 
across largest distances. Still it is sensitive 
enough to carefully and savely land the fish 
near the bank or boat. The SIC guides make 
for optimum heat dissipation and long cast-
ing distances. Thanks to its elegant design, 
the Competition Carp also cuts a very fine fig-
ure in any rod pod. 

MORION 
These are the key factors which were in the fore 
when developing these new carp rods. The result: 
a dreamlike high-performance blank with unique 
performance, sensitivity and reaction ability. Due to 
the SPORTEX HT-Cross Winding technology it has enor-
mous power reserves when casting and playing the 
fish. The Morion rods stand for a brand new generati-
on of SPORTEX carp rods. Long-distance and targeted 
casting is effortlessly possible. Design formats: Casting 
weights: length 12‘, 2.5 lb, 2.75 lb and 3 lb

SPORTEX Carp Rods COMPETITION CARP 3-PCS.
The new three-part Competition Carp model 
has the same fittings as the two-part version. 
SPORTEX has succeeded in copying the rod 
action precisely, despite the three-section 
format. And thanks to the short sections, this 
rod also travels very well in smaller vehicles. 

10 YEAR 
BLANK GUARANTEE

Original Fuji-Reel seat



Catapult Carp:
The focus in the development of the Catapult 
Carp Series was placed firmly on longer casting 
distances. The high-modulus carbon material 
used now makes the new blank even slimmer 
and faster. During casting, the improved loading 
characteristics of the blank help to catapult the 
rig over even greater distances. The rods natural-
ly have all the strength in the backbone needed 
to tire the fish rapidly, and sufficient damping 
characteristics to reduce loss of fish. They are fit-
ted with a FUJI reel seat and high quality SIC 
guides, as well as very fine, slim and durable 
‘Shrink’ Duplon handles on the hand section. 
All in all, this is the perfect series of rods when 
you’re fishing a particular spot at long distances.
 The rods are available in 12ft at 2.75lbs / 3lbs / 
3.25lbs / 3.75lbs and in 13ft at 3.75lbs.   

SPORTEX Carp Rods
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Catapult Spod 
To keep the fish in the swim, it’s important to 
feed them regularly. And to enable this to be 
done at substantial distances from the bank, we 
have developed our Spod rods. To achieve the 
most precise and long-distance casts without 
major effort, the rods have excellent loading 
properties and are fitted with large high quality 
SIC guides (50mm butt guide). This means that 
the line can glide through the guides when 
casting without any significant friction. The 
Catapult Spod models come in 13ft lengths, at 
5.5lbs and 8lbs.  The Catapult Spod at 8lbs has 
been particularly designed to deliver substantial 
quantities of feed at long distances (such as with 
the large Spomb). During casting tests with con-
ventional feed rockets, this rod achieved casting 
distances of more than 150 metres. 

Catapult Marker:
This rod is exactly what you need to help learn 
about the riverbed or lake bed. This is a real 
advantage, especially on waters where boats are 
not permitted. The large SIC guide arrangement 
(50mm butt guide) and the optimised loading 
behaviour of the rod allow for long, precise casts 
with the sensor weight and marker. The blank, 
with its extreme sensitivity, conveys information 
about the contours and condition of the bottom. 
A sliding rubber ring allows for an individual 
measurement length to be adjusted, so as to be 
able to determine the depth of the water more 
easily.

Original Fuji reel seat
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12 16 20 25 30 40

Guide-sizes Catapult Carp 12“ 2,75  lbs.
12“ 3-3,75lbs & 13“ 3,75lbs:
 start guide size 50

16
16 20 25

Guide-sizes Catapult Spod & Marker

16 30 50

10 YEAR 
BLANK GUARANTEE

Video of the 
Catapult Carp rod
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CATAPULT STALKER 
The Catapult Stalker rods have the same blank 
and fittings as our Catapult Carp series, but 
they have been specially designed for use 
when space is restricted. For this reason the 
length and the action of the rods have been 
adapted so as to enhance the excellent damp-
ing properties of the blank even further. 

This ensures that the blank can be relied upon 
every time to absorb the effects of the carp 
fighting back, which can be extremely stress-
ful, especially over short distances. These rods, 
in lengths 10ft and 11ft, at 3lbs, are absolutely 
unbeatable when it comes to landing a hooked 
fish. 

Original Fuji reel seat
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CATAPULT BOAT 
With a length of only 9.2ft. at 3 lbs or 3.5lbs, 
these rods are ideally suited for carp fishing 
from a boat. When it comes to casting rigs or 
getting a hooked fish into the landing net, the 
advantages of the shorter length soon become 
very obvious – and very welcome. Thanks to 
the semi-parabolic action of the blank, there is 
always enough power in the backbone of the 
rod to tire even the strongest fish, and do it 

fast. The Catapult Boat series also has a FUJI 
DPS reel seat, top quality SIC guides, and a con-
tinuous ‘Shrink’ Duplon handle on the handle.

10 YEAR 
BLANK GUARANTEE
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SPORTEX Catfish Rods
Catfish are getting bigger all the time, and that 

means greater loads being imposed on fishing 

tackle too. It’s something that has been taken 

into account in the development of all catfish 

rods from SPORTEX. 

The completely newly designed blanks, like 

those in the Team Waller Z Series, are made of 

high modulus carbon fibres in combination with 

highly wear-resistant zylon fibres, produced 

using the tried and trusted SPORTEX 

HT-Crosswinding process. It makes the Team 

Waller Z blanks fantastically stable. 

With the Turbo Cat Series, the blanks are created 

using our HPC (High Pressure Carbon) process, 

which again makes the blank perceptibly more 

load-resistant in comparison with conventional 

production processes – and lighter too.  

What does it mean? That with every new 

SPORTEX Catfish rod you’ve got everything you 

need to catch the fish of your life! 



SPORTEX Team Waller Z
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Video of the 
Team Waller Z rod



TEAM WALLER „Z“ BOJE 
Introducing our new power rods using HT 
Cross Winding technology for catfish angling 
in rivers  or lakes, in lengths of 2.75m, 3.05m 
and 3.30m and a casting weight of 300-600g. 
The rods have a semi-parabolic action that 
really demonstrates their strength when play-
ing a fish in water where there are a lot of 
obstructions. The enormously strong backbone 
can be counted on to prevent the fish from 
settling in behind obstructions, and over-
comes even the most powerful runs and tail 
flapping with no trouble at all. And of course, 
it also ensures that strikes will hold, even at 
substantial distances, and the fish can be 
brought securely to the bank. The rods come 
with extra stable SIC guides and a universal 
reel seat for fixed spool reels and multipliers.

TEAM WALLER „Z“ SPIN 
Whether it’s a soft bait, a blinker or a wobbler, 
with the new TW Waller Z Spin you can cast 
your lures exactly where you want them, and 
at real distances. Thanks to the HT Cross 
Winding technology, these rods are extremely 
robust, light and have a very sensitive tip, 
which passes the bait’s movement and every 
take right up to your hand. The rods have 
plenty of power in reserve too, so always give 
you the upper hand all when playing the fish. 
The Z Spin light models are available with a 
casting weight of 80-150g, and the Z Spin ver-
sion with a casting weight of 120-210g. The 
lengths of 2.5m to 3.2m make this series ide-
ally suited for use from boats as well as from 
the bank.

47

10 YEAR 
BLANK GUARANTEE
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MAGNUS CATFISH VERTICAL
The first catfish rod with Helicore-Blank tech-
nology! The slim, extremely fast and flexible 
blank has been especially engineered for ver-
tical fishing for big catfish. The fast, sensitive 
tip immediately signals the slightest take,  
while the powerful backbone of the rod makes 
for perfect setting of the hook at the first 
strike. Thanks to the enormous power of the 
blank, a fish will tire quickly in any fight and 
can be easily lifted to the surface. The rods are 
fitted with a robust metal reel seat from ALPS 
and extremely stable SIC guides. The length of 
the handle, made of tough, top quality 
Duplon, has been designed to ensure the rod 
sits perfectly in your hand. The rods are avail-
able in lengths of 183cm and 215cm, with a 
casting weight of 20-30lbs.

S P O R T E X
H e l i c o r e® B l a n k

 

10 YEAR 
BLANK GUARANTEE



SPORTEX Team Waller Z
TEAM WALLER „Z“ DRIFT
The ideal rods for when you want to draw the 
bait over the bottom, for example from a boat. 
So as to be able to feel exactly what the bait is 
doing under the water, the rods have been 
designed with an extremely sensitive tip, 
which allows for perfect bait control and bite 
recognition. And when playing the fish, the 
progressive power distribution of the HT Cross 
Winding blank does all the work to tire the 
fish as rapidly as possible and bring it swiftly 

TEAM WALLER „Z“  FIREBALL 
The new vertical catfish rod is the ultimate 
answer for the really big heavyweights.
The completely redesigned blank, using the 
HT Cross Winding process, is made of high 
modulus carbon fibres and extremely wear-re-
sistant Zylon fibres. Together, they give this 
rod extreme stability and strength. This rod 
now makes it possible for vertical rigs to be 
guided with absolute precision over the bot-
tom, to even keep the bait dancing around the 

TEAM WALLER „Z“  VERTICAL HEAVY 
The new vertical catfish rod is the ultimate 
answer for the really big heavyweights.
The completely redesigned blank, using the 
HT Cross Winding process, is made of high 
modulus carbon fibres and extremely wear-re-
sistant Zylon fibres. Together, they give this 
rod extreme stability and strength. This rod 
now makes it possible for vertical rigs to be 
guided with absolute precision over the bot-
tom, to even keep the bait dancing around the 
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fish’s head if needed. The powerful backbone 
ensures that the hook sits firmly after a strike, 
and the fish can be lifted and landed as rapid-
ly as possible.   
Thanks to the extreme lightness of the rod, 
fishing can go on for hours without the slight-
est sign of fatigue. This lightweight rod comes 
in a length of 200cm and a casting weight of 
150-450g.

to the surface with no trouble at all. The rods 
are available in lengths of 2.4m, 2.75m and 
3m, with a casting weight of 200-400g. 

fish’s head if needed. The powerful backbone 
ensures that the hook sits firmly after a strike, 
and the fish can be lifted and landed as rapid-
ly as possible.   
Thanks to the extreme lightness of the rod, 
fishing can go on for hours without the slight-
est sign of fatigue. This lightweight rod comes 
in a length of 200cm and a casting weight of 
150-450g.



TURBO CAT SPIN:
The current world record catfish was landed in 
spring 2015 in Italy on a predecessor version of 
the Turbo Cat Spin. Our new Turbo Cat Spin is 
built to go even better, thanks to the use of the 
very latest materials available on the market. 
The HPC process used in the production of the 
blank boosts  resilience and speed of the rods. 
The blank perfectly loads for long casts and fea-
tures enormous reserves of strength to handle 
any catfish with ease. The sensitive tip allows for 
perfect bait presentation, and guarantees that 
even the slightest of takes  is precisely detected. 
The rods are fitted with robust high-quality SIC 
guides and tough Duplon handles. Available in 
lengths of 240cm, 270cm and 305cm with a 
casting weight of 90-160g. 

TURBO CAT BOJE:
This series of rods has been completely upgrad-
ed, and, as well as the 3.3m version, they now 
come in lengths of 2.4m and 3m, ideal for using 
from an anchored boat. Casting weight of the 
rods is 250-500g.
To guarantee reliable tenseness when rigging 
the rods under adverse conditions, the blank has 
been designed to be taut enough to stay con-
stantly in touch with the bait. The fine sensitivity 
of the tip gives a catfish adequate room for 
manoeuvre when taking the bait, so it doesn’t 
suspect a thing. Thanks to the rod’s powerful 
backbone, playing even a big fish in a strong 
current is no problem at all. The semi-parabolic 
blank provides perfect cushioning against any 
hard thrashing and battering by the fish.   

SPORTEX Turbo Cat Rods
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Video of the 
Turbo Cat Vertical rod

10 YEAR 
BLANK GUARANTEE



TURBO CAT DRIFT:
The new Turbo Cat Drift is a real eye-catcher, 
with even better characteristics than before. The 
fine sensitivity of the blank has been improved 
still further, and now allows for better bait con-
trol and bite recognition during drift fishing. The 
strong backbone, in combination with the fast, 
sensitive tip, makes for reliable striking and con-
trolled playing of the fish. Thanks to the harmo-
nious action of the blank, even fewer fish get 
away, and they tire perceptibly faster while 
being played. 
The right choice when fishing Europe’s catfish 
hotspots from a boat. 
Rods are available in 240cm, 280cm and 305cm 
lengths and a casting weight of 150-300g.
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TURBO CAT FIREBALL:
This rod was designed especially for modern 
Fireball angling. Particular attention has also 
been paid to the balance and lightness of the 
rod, making for hours of fatigue-free fishing. The 
tip is designed to provide optimum guidance of 
the bait, and the fish suspects nothing when ris-
ing to take it. The semi-parabolic blank has plen-
ty of power in reserve to lift even big fish to the 
surface every time. And all this is backed up by 
an ergonomically divided front handle, which 
gives the rod better leverage when playing the 
fish. The Turbo Cat Fireball comes in a length of 
190cm with a 170-300g casting weight.

TURBO CAT VERTICAL:
Our new specialist rod for vertical fishing for big 
catfish. The single-piece blank, very light, 
extremely stable and flexible, is perfectly 
designed to go after big catfish using a wide 
range of vertical fishing techniques. Very good 
impact-absorbing properties and a powerful 
backbone mean that the rod allows for full con-
trol when the fish is being played. Thanks to the 
fine balance and the optimum handle length, 
this rod sits very well in the hand, and makes for 
fatigue-free fishing all day long. The Turbo Cat 
Vertical is available in a length of 185cm with a 
casting weight of 150-200g. 

TURBO CAT „BELLY BOAT“:
Another special rod in our Turbo Cat range. 
Going after catfish from float tubes  is becoming 
more and more popular, but this calls for special 
rods. That’s why we came up with the new ‘Belly 
Boat’. The special length of the blank – only 
177cm – its shortened rear handle together 
with a casting weight of 150-200g, allows for 
perfect handling, which is a huge advantage 
when it comes to playing and landing the fish 
from a float tube. During playing, the very light 
semi-parabolic blank provides sufficient strength 
for the fish to be brought to the surface without 
any major difficulties, while the sensitive tip 
allows for optimum bait guidance and reliably 
conveys every bite. This rod also uses an ergo-
nomically divided front handle, which enhances 
the leverage effect when playing the fish.     
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MAGNUS INLINER
Guide-less fun and a fantastic action, which, 
according to our Norwegian test fishermen, they 
know from no other rod. With this new generation 
of inliners we have eradicated the disadvantages 
of normal guide-less rods. Through an innovative, 
continuous guidance system integrated in the 
blank, the line leads along the whole length of 
the blank without interrupting the action curve. 
With these SPORTEX inliners there are no clattering 

from loose ring insets or grinding of the line inside 
the blank, as with other inliners. The continuous 
line guidance system with SIC is integrated into 
the carbon.  The open line lead guide makes the 
threading of the line easier. These rods of course 
have the HT-Cross Winding-Technology for more 
controlled strength, typical for SPORTEX. Design 
formats:  length 240, 270 cm 
Casting weights:  30 lb, 50 lb, 150 to 250 g

10 YEAR 
BLANK GUARANTEE



SPORTEX Sea Rods
Power packages for the big fight

When it comes to handling the big boys of the 

world’s oceans, SPORTEX sea fishing rods are 

the perfect partners. Whether you’re lure fish-

ing, trolling, drifting or surf angling, the spe-

cially adapted lightweight blanks with the 

HT-Cross-Winding® technology have the 

powerful fast action you need to set you up for 

success. All the rods have an extremely tough 

reel holder, top quality SIC guides, and ergo-

nomically adjusted handles made of the best 

Duplon material. 

With their combined features, these are 

real masterpieces for sea fishing from 

land or boat, with artificial and natural 

baits.
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MAGNUS SURF TURBO
A high-quality, three-part, long-casting surf rod,
the Magnus Surf turbo boasts a fast and power-
ful blank made using proven HT Cross-Winding 
technology. The emphasis is on the optimum 
loading of the blank for extra long casts. The 
high-quality fittings, such as SIC K-guides 
(Anti-Tangle), S.B.S. balance system in the 

MAGNUS SURF DE LUXE
This new and exclusive three-part ‘long-distance
 hunter’ from SPORTEX is aimed at specialist sea 
anglers. It measures 4.20m in length and has a 
casting weight of 150-250g. The newly developed 
slim blank, made of high quality HM carbon fibre 
and utilising our tried and trusted HT Cross-Winding 
technology, has optimised loading properties which 
allow for even further casts than its predecessor. 
Thanks to the S.B.S. balance system integrated in 

the handle, the rod balances perfectly in your hand, 
while new SIC K-guides prevent the line from get-
ting tangled on the blank during casting. The sta-
ble, high quality Pac Bay sliding reel seat keeps the 
reel securely in place on the rod handle. The rod also 
has a sensitive tip, which relays every bite, and a 
very powerful blank to secure long distance strikes. 
When it comes to casting those crucial extra metres, 
the Magnus Surf de lux is in a class of its own.     

handle, and a stable Pac Bay sliding reel seat, 
combine to create the best possible set-up for 
casting long distances. 
Coloured markings at the flexible tip make bite 
recognition even easier.
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removable Duplon handle usable as      rear or front grip



SPORTEX absolut jigging
When it comes to chasing predatory fish, the 

Absolut sets the standards. Extremely light, 

extremely strong and extremely fast – it’s what 

anglers’ dreams are made of.

And now we’ve taken the revolutionary 

Helicore blank and used it as the basis for a 

series of sea fishing rods. The design is impres-

sive – and it proves what can be done when 

you combine outstanding materials and creati-

vity. We’ve really put the rod through its paces 

on the test stand, and we can honestly say that 

it’s one of the best sea fishing rods we have 

ever made. When you see just what strength 

and power these lightweight rods can produce, 

it simply takes your breath away.

The basic material consists of an HM carbon 

fibre matrix, which is melted with the aid of a 

unique epoxy resin to make an almost unbre-

akable bond. What’s really striking is how such 

a slimline blank is as light as a fly rod – yet still 

extremely strong. 

The light versions are ideally suited for light to 

medium speed jigging, while the heavy versi-

ons are ideal for large lures or medium-sized 

natural baits. These are the perfect rods for 

water depths of 50 to 80 metres, and the low 

weights mean you can work your bait in the 

water all day long without tiring at all.

The absolut jigging comes fitted with high 

quality SIC guides and the latest Fuji reel seat.
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Fuji reel seat

10 YEAR 
BLANK GUARANTEE

Video of the 
absolut jigging rod



SPORTEX Jolokia Rods  
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Video of the Jolokia rod

JOLOKIA JIGGING
A sensitive tip and an enormously strong back-
bone make this completely upgraded series of 
rods really stand out from the crowd. Thanks to 
the precisely matched action of the JOLOKIA 
Jigging, Jigs can be guided in a very natural 
manner, and even if a real heavyweight gets on 
the line it is still possible to exert full control 
over the fish, every single time. The divided 
ergonomic front handle also helps with a better 
leverage effect when playing the fish. And 
thanks to the lightness of the blank, even hours 
of fishing heavy jigs is still lots of fun. 
The rods are fitted with very robust EVA handles, 
seawater-resistant SIC guides and a universal 
reel seat for using multipliers or fixed spool reels.
JOLOKIA Jigging rods come in lengths of 1.85m 
and 2.1m with a casting weight of 150g and 
220g.

JOLOKIA BOAT
The heavyweights in the JOLOKIA Series!
Our all-round rods for no-compromise use with 
artificial and natural baits, such as in Norway, 
Iceland, on the Yellow Reef etc, for halibut, cod, 
ling and even Tuna. The extremely stable blank 
has a semi-parabolic action, and a particular 
characteristic is its enormously strong backbone. 
Despite this, the rods have all the sensitivity 
needed in the tip section to be able to guide the 
bait with absolute precision. The whole of the 
rod fittings, such as the high quality SIC guides 
and EVA handles, are designed to be tough, as 
well as resistant to seawater. Both the reel seat 
and the guides are suitable for using with multi-
pliers and fixed spool reels.
The JOLOKIA Boat is available in lengths 
of 2.1m and 2.4m with casting weights of 
400g and 600g. 

JOLOKIA PILK
The action of our new JOLOKIA Pilk series has 
been especially designed catching cod, 
black cod (coal fish) and other marine predators. 
The easy-bending blank, with its strong back-
bone, makes for real power when playing the 
fish and pumping it rapidly to the surface. On 
the other hand, the tip area is sensitive enough 
to detect bites rapidly, and cushion the flapping 
and head-shaking of a fighting fish. 
The lengths of 2.7m and 3m, with a casting 
weight of 110g, 200g and 400g, make these rods 
universally usable from a boat or cutter as well 
as from the shoreline. 
The model with 400g casting weight is specially 
designed for fishing with heavy bait.

JOLOKIA TROLLING
Our special new rods for trolling for salmon, cod 
and others. During testing in the Baltic sea, 
these rods were really able to show what they 
were made of, forcing hefty cod and big salmon 
of up to 18kg into a real fight. The completely 
redeveloped blank, made of HM carbon material, 
proves it has what it takes when it comes to sen-
sitivity combined with toughness. The tip section 
in particular has been designed to fend off 
aggressive bites and violent runs with absolute 
reliability.    
The rods come fitted with saltwater-resistant SIC 
guides, a DPS reel seat, and tough EVA handles. 
With lengths of 2.1m, 2.4m (10-20lbs) and 2.7m 
(15-25lbs), everyone is ready for every situation. 
Let’s get trolling! 10 YEAR 

BLANK GUARANTEE
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SPORTEX Magnus Rods  



Magnus Boat – Nylon butt cap 
with gimbal and protective cap

MAGNUS SPIN:
This newly developed spinning rod is ideal for 
catching large fish in the North sea, Atlantic 
coast or Mediterranian sea. 
The special high-modulus carbon fibre blank, 
with even more stability thanks to our HT-Cross-
Winding process, deploys all its power when the 
action starts, and, thanks to its strong backbone, 
makes playing the fish pure enjoyment as well. 
Thanks to the even better leverage effect, the 
specially divided fore-handle provides additional 
support when handling the fish, and the 
optimum loading of the rod makes even those 
really long casts no problem at all. This is the sea 
spinning rod for really tough customers! 

             MAGNUS BOAT
When it comes to fishing with heavy pilks and 
natural baits and lures, be sure to make this 
your first choice rod. The blank, made of HM/IM 
carbon fibres, has a semi-parabolic action, which 
makes for great sensation and great pleasure 
combined when the action starts. The sensitive 
tip means that every take is sure to be signalled, 
and the powerful backbone provides enough 
power for even big 
sea fish to be brought 
reliably on board. 

MAGNUS JIGGING
The extra sensitive jigging tip allows maximum 
control and reliably response to the slightest take 
with an instant and powerful strike. The rigid 
backbone of the Magnus will easily control even 
the biggest fish and safely land it. Even the small-
est nibble will be reliably signalled up above, fol-
lowed immediately by a powerful lift. The rigid 
hand part allows for direct contact with the fish, 
and controlled play. With this rod, it’s you who 
decides which way things go, not the fish! 
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Video of the Magnus Jigging Rod

10 YEAR 
BLANK GUARANTEE
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JOLOKIA TRAVEL

Thanks to the five-section division of the blank, 
each of 62cm, these rods are easy to carry on 
flights for a fishing holiday. Simply stow them in a 
suitcase or rucksack. 
The light but stable blank, with its fantastic 
semi-parabolic action, is extremely well-suited 
for catching a whole range of different fish. And 

SPORTEX Travel Rods  
thanks to the ideal loading characteristics of the 
blank, the rods can achieve some really impressive 
casting distances too. The rods, with a total length 
of 2.7m, are available with two different casting 
weights of 80-100g and 90-160g.

JMAGNUS TRAVEL

Traveling the world’s most attractive angling 
destinations more and more calls for short 
section travel rods. That is why we decided to 
launch this brand new travel version of the 
Magnus Boat - one of our most popular rods for 
sea and catfish fishing. The 4 section blank fea-
tures a IM/HM full graphite compound and par-
abolic action for best possible bait control and 
maximum power when playin big fish. Ideal 
when seeking for large halibut, cod or catfish.
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10 YEAR 
BLANK GUARANTEE

BLACK PEARL TRAVEL

The ideal rods in case of very limited space. 
With 5 sections, it is perfect for any rucksack or 
suitcase and shows a great performance as well 
as great power reserves while spin- or bottom 
fishing.
The action is very harmonic and guarantees a lot 
of fun at rivers, lakes or sea. It comes in a quality 
hard case cordura tube!

CARAT SPIN  TRAVEL

These short-sectioned travel rods are the perfect 
companion for your travel plans.
The clue: The Carat travel rods can be fished in two 
length – 2,40m with 4 sections and 3,00m with 5 
sections! This great feature – for example using 
from shore and boat – has no influence on the 
remarkable action of the blank.

Both models are available in 2,70m with 60g 
or 80g casting weight.

Whether abroad or at home, this rod offers you 
the best for every situation. Using the Helicore-
Blank technology, the rod has great power 
reserves to reliably reel in unexpected big catches.
The CARAT Travel is available in 40g and 65g cast-
ing weights. 
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When we designed our rods for coarse fishing, 

we made sure to use materials that are extreme-

ly light – and extremely tough. The slim and 

very lightweight blanks made of optimized HM 

carbon fibre material ensure that the rods pro-

SPORTEX Coarse Rods
Fast and light for playing fish perfectly

vide a really fast and powerful action, allowing 

you to reliably steer even the biggest fish out of 

the current to where you want them. And the 

specially developed sensitive tips signal every 

single take, leading to more landings.

These are our very best rods, your partners 

for success with coarse fish in lakes or rivers.
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This rod was developed to provide the specialist angler with the ultimate tool 
to tackle feisty barbel. When fishing for barbel it is especially important to 
have enough sensitivity in the rod to signal a bite. On the other hand, the rod 
has to have enough backbone to take the fish reliably out of the current. 
Thanks to a special blank manufacturing technology with high-modulus 
carbon fibre material, we have been able to develop a rod which is perfectly 

SPORTEX Exclusive Barbel
matched to all the demands of modern barbel fishing, including fixed-lead 
assemblies, feeder baskets or float techniques.  Thanks to two different tips, at 
1.75lbs and 2.25lbs, you always have the right rod for the job. The balanced, 
semi-parabolic action means that when things get serious you can keep even the 
toughest customer under control. 
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Original Fuji reel seat

10 YEAR 
BLANK GUARANTEE
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EXCLUSIVE MATCH L/M 
Our Exclusive Match rods have been completely 
redeveloped, with the focus on delivering an 
ultra-light, slim and fast blank. For the first 
time we have made a distinction between a 
Light Version (L) and a Medium Version (M) for 
an even more specialised range of uses.
The very fine and extremely fast tip makes for 
a reliable strike, and the powerful backbone of 
the rod helps bring even big, hard-fighting fish 
under control. The high reset capacity of the 
blank and the narrow-spaced SIC match 
guides, set high from the blank, mean that 
long casts can be made without a huge effort, 

RAPID MATCH
These match rods are also entirely new. 
As with the Exclusive Match models, the blank 
is very slim and fast. And thanks to the power-
ful blank, even medium-strength carp can be 
netted with the minimum of fuss. The nar-
row-spaced SIC match guides, set high from 
the blank, prevent wet lines from sticking to 
the blank and make for long, precise casts. 
The Rapid Match is available in lengths of 
3.90m and 4.20m, with a casting weight of 
8-16g.  

even with light floats.  
Both models are available in lengths of 3.90m 
and 4.20m, with casting weights of 5-15g 
(Exclusive Match L) or 8-20g (Exclusive Match M). 

SPORTEX Match Rods
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EXCLUSIVE TROUT 
Fine and light still water and Spirolino rods with 
not too-hard, but active tips. These rods are 

SPORTEX Trout Rods 
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designed for use with medium-weight floats and 
Spirolinos. 
Due to the fast action setting the hook impacts 
directly to the fish. For this reason, the Exclusive 

Trout is gladly used by Hegenen fishermen, in 
order to fish from the bank with large floats. 
Design formats: length 310, 365 and 395 cm 
Casting weight: 30 g

10 YEAR 
BLANK GUARANTEE
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SPORTEX Tremarella
The market currently has only telescopic rods to 
offer the tremarella fisherman. While these have 
their advantages for easy stowing and carrying, 
they also have substantial drawbacks, such as 
noisiness, tendency to break and generally poor 
actions.
However, the new tremarella rods from SPORTEX 
are based on a three-piece rod, eliminating 
these disadvantages. These super-light, sensitive 
rods are the ideal choice for professional 
tremarella fishing in trout regions. Thanks to the 

extremely lightweight blank design, hour-long 
controlled “quivering” of the rod is no problem. 
The high-speed blank is made from high-modu-
lus carbon with a high reset capacity, allowing 
for spirolinos or bombardas to be transferred 
over long distances. The extremely sensitive and 
fast tip immediately signals the smallest nibble 
and ensures that the hook set is lightning fast. 
The rod’s powerful action also means that even 
big fish tire rapidly once hooked. 
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Original Fuji reel seat
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EXCLUSIVE FLOAT 
The forerunner of this remarkable series of rods 
was the legendary Exclusive Trout. Decades 
of experience, and the utilization of the most 
modern carbon technology, have resulted in 
our design team coming up with an exceptional 
model, the Exclusive Float. Much more than a 
classic match or float rod it is perfect as a heavy 
float rod for carp fishing, for float fishing dead 
baits, or even for deep water nymph fishing. All 
this in a remarkably light weight rod.
Design formats: 
length 365, 395 and 425 cm 
Casting weight: 20 - 40 g

EXCLUSIVE FLOAT LITE 
The new Float lite features a blank that’s even 
slimmer and lighter than before. The black finish, 
the full cork handle, and the Fuji reel holder give 
the rod an elegant classic appearance, while the 
HM carbon fibres ensure rapid and powerful 
action with even really big fish when the action 
starts to happen. The very sensitive tip reliably 
conveys all the movements of the fish, and even 
with the longest casts this rod is a winner over its 
entire length. The size of the guides has been 
chosen so that a line stopper can slide through 
with no problem at all.  
This is the all-round perfect rod for all coarse fish.

SPORTEX Float



MULTIPICKER 
SWING TIP & WINKLE PICKER
All-purpose due to 2 complete tip sections  
including 2 Winkel-picker tips and a swing tip 
with a common handle section.
Anglers who have devoted themselves to fishing 
with swing tip and winkle pickers will be thrilled 
by this rod concept. The Multipicker can be used 
for both types of angling. 

HEGENE 
Our newly-developed, extremely sensitive rods, 
especially for going after specimen whitefish 
(Renke/Coregonus). The slim, finely sensitive and 
fast blank, made of high modulus carbon fibre, 
provides enormous reserves of strength, particu-
larly in the handle, meaning that even really big 
fish, such as char, brown trout etc, can be landed 
with confidence. The two different full-carbon 
fibre tips supplied can be relied on to reveal any 

SPORTEX Coarse Rods  
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nibble, however slight, and their speed ensures 
that every fish will be brought up safely, every 
time. And the optimum balance of the rod 
means that fishing for hours without any signs 
of fatigue is a certainty.  
The rods come fitted with SIC guides, high quali-
ty cork handles and a VSS reel seat (1.90m / 
2.10m 3-10g) or a sliding reel seat (2.40m 
5-25g).

The special feature about these Multipickers are 
the 2 complete tips and the common handle 
section, which, depending on the tip section, 
provides easy bite indication. 
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EXCLUSIVE FEEDER LITE
Climax has completely redeveloped its rods for 
traditional lightweight feeder fishing.  
What’s immediately striking about the new 
Exclusive Feeder Lite is the extremely slim and 
light blank, made of top quality HM/IM carbon 
fibre. The rod exhibits first-class loading 
behaviour, which allows long, accurate casting 
every time. The powerful backbone ensures that 
even bigger fish come safely to the net. Each rod 
comes with three sensitive feeder tips equipped 
with large guides to ensure even the most sensi-
tive of bites are not missed. This is the perfect 
rod for fishing in light currents or standing bod-
ies of water. The Exclusive Feeder Lite is available 
in lengths of 3.30m, 3.60m and 3.90m, with 
casting weights of 40g-80g. 
Included Feeder tips: 1,0/1,5/2,0 oz.

RAPID MEDIUM FEEDER
These new universal application feeder rods for 
still and flowing water have a top price-to-per-
formance ratio. The fast, slimline blank, made 
from high-modulus carbon, guarantees an 
immediate strike. The three sensitive feeder tips 
which come with the rod, in thicknesses of 
1.5oz, 2.0oz and 2.2 oz, signal a bite whatever 
the water conditions. The powerful backbone of 
the rod, in conjunction with the extra large 
guides at the tip, help to ensure long, high-
precision casts. The Rapid Medium Feeder is 
available in lengths of 3.60m and 3.90m, with 
casting weights of 90g-150g.

SPORTEX Feeder Rods  
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EXCLUSIVE MEDIUM FEEDER
Here is the feeder rod for all situations. The slim, 
lightweight HM/IM carbon fibre blank is a real 
winner, with terrific speed and strength in 
reserve. It will take tough fighters like carp and 
barbel in its stride, yet is still sensitivity enough 
to play small redfish. These versatile models are 
also very well-suited for bank fishing for zander 
with small bait fish. Thanks to the excellent 
recovery of the blank, long, precise casts need 
little effort.
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The rods are also fitted with extra larger guides 
and three inter-changeable tips. The Medium 
Feeder is available in lengths of 3.60m, 3.90m 
and 4.20m with casting weights of 90g-150g.
Included Feeder tips: 1,5/2,0/2,5 oz.

EXCLUSIVE HEAVY FEEDER
Climax has designed the most powerful rod in its 
feeder ranger to cast heavy baits accurately and 
over long distances. Despite their enormous 
strength, these rods are still very light, slim, and 

10 YEAR 
BLANK GUARANTEE

extremely sensitive, as well as possessing a rapid 
action. The balanced curve of the HM/IM carbon 
fibre blank provides the perfect springboard and 
can be relied upon control fiercely-fighting fish. 
FUJI reel seats, SIC guides, a top-quality cork 
handle and three inter-changeable tips with 
extra larger guides round off a really fine rod. 
The Heavy Feeder is available in lengths of 
3.90m and 4.20m, with casting weights of 
160g-210g.
Included Feeder tips: 2,0/2,5/3,0 oz.

Original Fuji-Reel seat



SPORTEX Fly Rods
With the new version of the Diamond Fly, we have 

achieved something really special. Slim, featherlight, 

perfectly finished and wonderful to look at, these rods 

actually conceal their real  value deep inside – within 

their extraordinary blank. It is not their action or 

technology what theses rods have in common – it is 

their perfection!  The individual design and  choice 

of material means that every individual blank has 

been gifted with its own unique and  un mistakeable 

character. What pike fisherman would want a rod 

whose blank provides the sensitive nature of a 

grayling rod, or performs perfect rolling casts? What 

creek fishing enthusiast would want a tough blank 

which protects against coastal winds or can lift more 

than 15 metres of line out of the water in one pull?  

The extremely lightweight class 3 creek rod from the 

SPORTEX Diamond Fly series presents the smallest dry 

flies as gently as a feather, and is just long enough to 

allow heavy nymphs to drift  through the rapids of a 

wild spring creek on a long arm. 
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The class 4 Diamond Fly was designed with 
the demanding grayling fisher in mind; the 
slim blank is calm and smooth, giving easy and 
harmonious casting. When lifting, the tip im-
mediately passes on a gentle tug on the hook, 
with the result that it sets rapidly and securely 
in the soft mouth of the grayling. The parabolic 
blank then ensures that the drill-like impacts 
of the typical grayling attempt at escape can 
be securely cushioned. 
The class 5 model, in 9 ft format, can truly be 
described as a well-balanced all-rounder. Even 

less practised fly fishers become hugely enthu-
siastic about the compliant blank. They cast 
narrower loops and bring their flies on target 
with more precision and fewer empty casts.
 
In class 6, a perceptibly more dynamic spirit in 
the blank comes into effect, which transforms 
powerful double pulls into clean, precise casts 
with streamers or heavy nymphs –  ideal for 
fishing for large trout or barbel.  Thanks to the 
extremely high-quality materials and a very 
clever design, the blanks in classes 7 and 8 are 

the absolute lightweights in their cate gory, 
and are unbelievably fast and powerful in 
pulling through. Large pike streamers are 
rapidly brought to distance with few empty 
casts, and can be lifted from the surface of the 
water again with no effort at all, together with 
the line. Both rods are completely saltwater-
proof, and perform at their best under the 
roughest conditions – free of fatigue and with 
absolute performance.
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I
Rod bag SUPER-SAFE
for 1 rigged rod.
The perfect protection for your rod.
From 125cm up to 165cm.

III
Rod bag SUPER-SAFE
with 3 compartments for 3 rigged or several 
unrigged rods. Outstanding padded lining for 
total reliability. Padded shoulder strap and 
high-quality zip fasteners as for all SUPER SAFE 
models. From 125cm up to 190cm.

IV
XXL Rod bag 
for 4 rigged or several unrigged rods. 
Three well-lined inner sections.  
A real safe for your valuable rods.
Length: 165cm.

II
Rod bag SUPER-SAFE
for 2 rigged rods. 
Elaborate SUPER SAFE rod case with 
padded inner sections. 
From 125cm up to 165cm.

SPORTEX 
Super-Safe
Rod cases
You want to protect your valuable rods and reels securely 
from damage!  The SPORTEX Super Safe cases are not only 
practical and roomy, they provide double protection in 
comparison with other bags.On the one hand by means of 
a flexible, attached inner shell made of shock-resistant PVC, 
on the other by means of a waterproof, abrasion-resistant 
outer surface made of 1.680 D nylon woven fabric.

The fitting with robust, corrosion-protected metal zip  
fasteners, padded interior sections and padded shoulder 
straps is typically SPORTEX functional and designed for 
many years‘ use. All large bags additionally have a new 
and easy-to-use rucksack function, that facilitates the 
transportation of your rods even more. In addition, 
all of the bags have a practical fitting for hanging 
up your bags. Each SPORTEX case is an ID for your 
valuation of your passion.
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V
Rod bag with 2 trays 
for 2-4 rigged rods.
The SUPER SAFE Multi-talent with 2 trays 
for ready rigged telescopic or standard rods. 
Long outside bag for net, umbrella, etc…  
and 2 extra tool bags. 
From 150cm up to 190cm.

VI
The perfect SUPER-SAFE rod tube
It is part of an angler‘s basic equipment. You cannot 
protect your rod in a better way. 
From 150cm up to 165cm.

VIII   
SUPER-SAFE rod tube for one rigged rod
Tried and tested improvement was our motto for this rod trans-
port tube. SUPER SAFE by SPORTEX is the perfect protection for 
your high-quality, rigged spinning rods. 
The SUPER SAFE lining is padded on the inside. 
An integrated, special reel box facilitates the insertion of the 
complete assembled rod. At home, simply hang your assembled 
equipment by the hooks. Perfect! From 125cm up to 165cm.

VII 
SUPER-SAFE soft bag for one 
rigged rod
These soft rod cases in 5 different lengths, with 
an outer surface made of abrasion-resistant  
600 D material, are outstandingly manufactured 
and protect your high-quality rods.
From 110cm up to 160cm.
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shock-resistant

PVC-membrane
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IX SUPER-SAFE hard shell bag for Carp Rods
A high-end bag for your carp rods, especially 
designed for best possible protection of 
rods and reels. Both separated rod-
compartments, with embedded shock 
resistant inner-shell, offer enough space  for one 
rod with reel each. Inside, the bag is 
very well padded and each rod can be
individually fixed to allow best possible 
protection of your rods. Even size #50 
guides and large big pit reels are no 
problem. A long extra side pocket offers 
enough space for an umbrella, landing 
net or bank sticks. Two additions side 
bags are available for your accessories.

X  Single sleeve for Carp Rods
Our brand new single sleeves in 12’ 
and 13’ for the safe transport of 
single, mounted rods. The durable 
outer material as well as the 
strong inner padding allow 
for an excellent protection 
of your rods. The reel-part 
was especially designed for 
large big pit reels. Obviously, rods with size #50 
guides fit in comfortably as well. Using the kara-
biner at the side, several sleeves can be connected.

XI 
SUPER-SAFE Baitcast rod tube for an 
assembled rod
This Super-safe rod tube for an assembled bait-
cast rod is the ideal choice when you need to 
protect a single-piece rod and reel from impact 
damage. The length of 2.10m will accommodate 
most conventional bait cast rods.  
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XII 
SPORTEX 
landing net bag
There’s plenty of 
space in this bag 
for a net handle of up
 to 1.80m in length and a 
42”/50” landing net. An           interior compart-
ment with a self-securing strip for retaining the 
handle, and an air-permeable compartment for 
the net, are among the bag’s features. The 
watertight, padded, inner material prevents 
unpleasant smells and mould formation.  

XIII
SPORTEX Travelbag
The Travelbag is designed for short multi-part 
rods (up to five parts) with a maximum length  
of 64cm. The five compartments and their self- 
securing strips ensure that the rods are held safe 
and secure. The Travelbag can be carried either 
as hand luggage or in larger suitcases.

XIV 
SPORTEX Carryall Bags
SPORTEX has designed these top-quality Carryall bags for use in all 
weathers. A special PVC surface material, waterproof zip fasteners and 
waterproof base shell make them the ideal choice for protecting your 
fishing accessories against the wet.
Carryall Bags have a spacious, padded interior compartment and three 
additional outside pockets. A padded carrying strap and two EVA carrying 
handles on the side make light work of carrying the bag, even when it’s full.

SPORTEX SUPER SAFE-Technology 
for perfect protection of rods and reels

Air-cushioned 
cellular membrane

Shock-resistant and 
flexible PVC hard shell

1.680 D non-rip 
and waterproof nylon 
fibre layer

Smooth and 
tear-proof 
SPX-lining

All bags and rod tubes:
Material: 70% Nylon, 30% PVC



SPORTEX Windstopper-Fleece Jacket

High quality, very soft fleece jacket including 
a special windstopper membrane for cold
and windy days. 
This very comfortable jacket is made of 
high quality, anti peeling fleece 
material - inside as well as outside. 
The special construction with a 
windstopper-membrane prevents cold 
wind to get through to your body. 
Besides, it is still breathable and achieves 
an excellent temperature balance. 
Excellent workmanship, extra large 
pockets outside and an 
additional inside-pocket 
complete this new SPORTEX 
fleece jacket.
The ideal allround-jacket, easy 
to wear in summer and winter.

Material:
• 100% Polyester, PU-membrane
• Sizes: M,L,XL,XXL
• WC: 8.000mm H

2
O

• MVPt: 4.000gr/m2/24h

SPORTEX 
Collection 
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SPORTEX Rain Jacket – there is no bad 
weather – just the right jacket
This super-light, premium rain jacket for 
demanding „all-weather“-fishermen was tested 
well over one year in Germany and Norway. The 
results were excellent and thus this new jackets 
leaves hardly any wishes open. The specially 
developed „three-layer“– breathable material is 
highly waterproof as well as windproof. 
Especially during active fishing, e.g. spin fishing, 
the breathable material will be of extreme value 
to any avid fisherman.  
Tapered seems, high quality waterproof 
zippers and enough space in various 
pockets – this jacket keeps its promises.  
The hood is preformed and fits well 
on any head. It is a bit more spacious 
to leave some extra room to move – 
a hat should also still fit beneath. 
The cuffs can be individually 
adjusted and the arms are long 
enough to protect and leave 
room during casting 
and moving. 

Material: 
• 100% Nylon, PU-membrane
• Sizes: M,L,XL,XXL
• WC: 10.000mm H

2
O

• MVP: 8.000gr/m2/24h
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SPORTEX Thermo winter jacket –
for cold days out fishing
This really lightweight thermo-jacket keeps you 
warm – promised! The newly developed artifi-
cial down-feather called Exkin® delivers top-
warmth and can easily be cleaned, washed and 
dried. Especially for fishermen, this offers a huge 
advantage to real down feather.  
The outer shell is hard-wearing, water- and wind 
repellent. The zippers are of high quality, where 
necessary waterproof, and the large front pock-
ets offer a lot of space. Of course, the pockets are 
made by fleece material on the inside – your 
hands will be thankful. The jacket closed up high 
and thus offers perfect protection from wind and 
weather. Also on this jacket, the hood, kept by a 
quality-zipper, keeps wind and rain away effec-
tively.  
If fishing is impossible during some winter days, 
- this jacket will also keep you warm and in 
shape on the slope. 

 Material: 
• outer shell: 100% Nylon, PU-membrane
• inner shell: Exkin®, 100% Polyester
• WC: 10.000mm H
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• MVP: 5.000gr/m2/24h
• Sizes: M,L,XL,XXL

SPORTEX Polo-Shirt
Functional polo-shirt in black and yellow 
design with embroidered SPORTEX logo on 
front and back.
Color-coordinated collar and cuffs as well as a 
2-button tab.
Material: 100% cotton
Available sizes: M, L, XL, XXL 

SPORTEX Base-cap
Modern cut, black base-cap with SPORTEX 
embroidery.
Material: 100% cotton 

Moisture
Outer shell

Inner shell

Body

Radiation

low
conduction
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